
Should rideshare drivers deliver for GoPuff? 

Before you think “ah, just another food courier service” think again: GoPuff has changed the 
delivery game by focusing all of their efforts on convenience store items. From mouthwash to a 
pint of ice cream, GoPuff allows customers to order everything you’d be able to find at a 
convenience store.  

I’m sure you’ve seen other courier services offering the same thing, but what’s different about 
GoPuff is that they’re not just a delivery service but the first digital convenience retailer. With 
over 90 warehouse locations and boasting over 2,500 products in stock, GoPuff is changing the 
courier game by not only delivering the products but also providing them.  

While the business model itself seems great, we’re more focused on understanding one thing: is 
it worth it to drive for GoPuff? Let’s find out! 

Driver Requirements 
As a growing app, there is a need for drivers in many cities and the company plans to expand to 
more locations rapidly. To become a GoPuff driver, you must be passionate about helping 
people and meet the following requirements:  

● Be at least 21 years old. 
● Have a valid driver's license.  
● Have auto insurance. 
● Have an iphone 5 or newer that operates on iOS OR an Android that operates 4.4.3 or 

newer. 
● Be willing and able to pass an alcohol delivery training course (where applicable).  

If you fit these requirements, check their website to confirm that they have a warehouse in your 
city.  

GoPuff has made the process of applying quick and easy, and you can fill out an application on 
their website in less than 10 minutes. Once complete, you’ll be prompted to schedule an 
interview and, depending on your location, it will take place either in person or on the phone. 
Once you’ve been hired, you can start scheduling shifts immediately, unless you’re in a location 
that allows alcohol delivery, in which case you’ll need to pass a delivery training course first.  

How does it work for drivers? 
When working for GoPuff, drivers have the ability to sign up for shifts a week in advance. When 
it’s time for your shift, you’ll arrive at the GoPuff warehouse and wait for orders to be ready for 
delivery! 



From what others drivers have reported, you don’t typically wait long as deliveries are pretty 
consistently rolling in. Deliveries are made within a 30 minute drive from the warehouse, and 
once completed you head back for more.   

How much can you make with GoPuff? 
GoPuff is unique from other delivery apps in the sense that you don’t actually have to go to the 
convenience store, just to the GoPuff warehouse. Their business model promises customers 
that they will only charge a set delivery fee of $1.95, and they don’t add surge charges when 
there is high demand.  

This model seems pretty great for the customer, but what about the drivers delivering these 
products? Like other delivery services, GoPuff drivers are independent contractors. The GoPuff 
driver payment model compensates drivers with tips, but to ensure adequate pay they 
guarantee drivers receive a minimum hourly wage of $10 on weekdays and $12 of weekends, 
these minimums may vary by your market.  

So, if you drive a 5 hour shift with a minimum of $12 an hour for a total of $60 pay but only end 
up making $50, GoPuff will pay you the $10 difference. There is the opportunity to make more if 
you get multiple back to back deliveries and tips, and most drivers have reported making $10 - 
$16/hour on average. 

Pros of Driving with GoPuff 
No driving around to restaurants or stores: All items for delivery are stored in the GoPuff 
warehouse, meaning your only destination to complete a delivery is the dropoff at the 
customer’s location.  

Guaranteed pay: To ensure drivers are properly compensated, GoPuff will offer a minimum 
hourly wage guarantee. So, if your pay doesn’t add up to the minimum promised, GoPuff will 
make up the difference, taking the guesswork out of your hourly pay.  

Ability to make more money: Like most other delivery apps, there is no earning cap. While we 
haven’t heard of any drivers making more than $16/hour yet, the possibility is there with nearby 
deliveries and generous tips! 

Cons of Driving with GoPuff 
Deliveries distance: As mentioned above, GoPuff delivers up to a thirty minute radius of the 
warehouse, which means that a single delivery could take you up to an hour.  

Lack of flexibility: Similar to delivering for a local restaurant, you have a set schedule that you 
create the week before, and there is no option to start and stop driving as you please.  



Potential lower compensation than other courier apps: While it’s great that GoPuff ensures 
a minimum hourly wage, the payment model does not take distance driven into consideration 
like UberEats and other apps do.  

Is GoPuff right for me? 
GoPuff offers consistent pay and work without the hassle of picking up orders at convenience 
stores or restaurants. If you’re looking to diversify your rideshares driving with some deliveries 
and want something with a guaranteed minimum hourly pay and set schedules, GoPuff is right 
for you. As the company continues to expand to new markets at a rapid pace, there will be a 
need for delivery drivers and more shifts available.  

How does it stack up against the competition? 
Interested in how driving for GoPuff stacks up against other courier delivery apps? We’ve got 
you covered! Check out the graphic below to see driving requirements, payment details, and 
more! 
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